Write a short response to each question:

What are the PBS NewsHour Student Reporting Labs (SRL)?

*Student Reporting Labs* connect students with a network of public media mentors, provide an innovative journalism curriculum and an online collaborative space to develop digital media, critical thinking and communication skills while producing original news reports.

What are three things you already know about news reporting:

1.)

2.)

3.)

You will be learning the basics of news reporting from the SRL tutorials, write two questions you already have about news reporting:

1.)

2.)

There are many people involved in creating a news story. Let’s start learning about two important ones: the producer and the camera operator. Write either a “P” for producer or “CO” for camera operator next to each responsibility:

Researching and writing the story P_

Creating the voice-over for the story P_

Capturing all visual and audio components CO

Formulating the questions for the interview P_

Capturing b-roll CO

The point person to all team members including the teacher and SRL mentor P_

Which role would you prefer to be and why?